Hello, my name is [redacted] and I'm a journalist at Cadena SER, the leading radio station in Spain, based in Madrid.

I'm contacting you because in the next episode of 'Punto de fuga' (our show specialized in civil rights, climate change, etc...), we are going to talk about the spyware tool Pegasus, and we are interested in interviewing an EDPS spokesperson regarding this information:

---

**EU watchdog calls for ban on surveillance tool Pegasus.**
AMSTERDAM, Feb 15 (Reuters). The European Union's data protection watchdog called on Tuesday for a ban on the controversial spyware tool Pegasus, developed by Israeli-based NSO Group. The EDPS said use of Pegasus might lead to an "unprecedented level of intrusiveness, able to interfere with the most intimate aspects of our daily lives." Israel has come under global pressure over allegations that Pegasus has been abused by some foreign client governments to spy on human rights activists, journalists and politicians.

---

Do you have any spanish-speaker spokesperson available?

Thank you very much in advance.

Best regards,